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The HOVC (Aust) Board has a new Chairman
following his election at the HOVC Annual General Meeting in November. Let him introduce himself:
My name is Stephen Gilmore. I am retired and have been married to Joy since 1969 with a son
and a daughter and 6 grandchildren ranging in age from 11 to 14. I was fortunate to be born
into a family of staunch Baptists and came to a personal faith at Auburn Baptist many years ago.
Joy and I are members of Hillsong at Norwest in Sydney.
I have always been, and still am a futurist. I have this desire to ensure that my grandchildren
and all children that I may meet see all the possibilities that our world can provide so long as
they keep dreaming, stretching and learning. Nothing is impossible or too challenging and that
education must never stop. There are times when my grandchildren roll their eyes and look to
the sky as I sketch out another possibility, or throw them some left-field questions to start the creative juices
running, but they are starting to grasp that nothing is impossible.
God has brought HOVC to me. He has opened my eyes to an area, activity and ministry that I was not aware of.
What has been achieved in that ministry to date is to me, humbling and wondrous. I love how HOVC has developed
the three streams of faith, education and health/life skills in children who may have had geographic and cultural
limitations imposed on them, which limited their opportunity to develop God given gifts. I can see that the future
for so many of these children is inextricably linked to the opportunities they have been given to receive wonderful
education and life skills. This will lead into a range of totally new directions that will provide them with choices that
their parents never had and the chance to live a life to the fullness of their potential.
I am excited at the opportunity of being part of such a faith driven ministry.

Interview with Jolly Sebahire
This is Jolly Sebahire, Head teacher at Rwaramba Secondary School and
HOVC (Uganda) Board member.
How did you get involved with HOVC?
I saw the help HOVC was giving in the community then I wanted to get
involved. Very many children are not able to get into school. HOVC makes
it possible. When we see that, then we feel we should get involved and be
committed to help them too. We see so much success and achievement.
Otherwise the children are just around, in the street, making trouble and
stealing things.
Water in the community has been a big problem. The tanks give many
people access in the community, not only the HOVC children. The tap [at the
primary school] is the first piped water in the whole village. The whole
community has benefitted. With that pipe extension built to the school,
families along the way are able to get pipes connected off it to their houses
– it is no longer too expensive because it is only a short distance.
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We feel we should give a hand, as HOVC is working in the wider community, such as renovating the primary
school buildings. That is increasing enrolments and attendance. They are attracted by the good infrastructure. Now they see that the rain does not come in and the classrooms are clean with no dust everywhere,
then they want to go there.
The examination hall at the secondary school has benefitted the school
and the whole community. More students are coming to the school
because we now have A levels and we offer the essential Computer
Studies subject. Before students had to go elsewhere with facilities – if
they can afford it and get a place.
The school has no regular electricity. It is 1km
from the nearest connection point into the grid,
which is prohibitively expensive to connect to. To
run the 10 computers for classes they continue to use a little portable generator. It
uses 1lt diesel per hour, so it is quite expensive to run, and noisy. With students
coming 10 at a time for IT classes, it is often running almost all day. Hafashima
Imanuel, Deputy Head Teacher, added, “Solar power is becoming an increasingly
possible and effective option.”
What has changed since the school gained government recognition/accreditation as an A-level school?
This is a private church school but now it has government partnership since the A level classroom block and
examination hall were built and computers were supplied, enabling the senior years’ mandatory computer/IT
subject to be taught. The government has now provided some textbooks and some lab equipment including 4
new microscopes.

HOVC Prayer and
Praise Points

School fees are130,000 UGX ($50 )per term, 3 times per year.
The Government now pays 47,000 ($18) of each child’s fees,
and the family pays the balance. This has made it possible
for many more families to afford to send their children to the
school. With Government recognition, better equipment,
suitable classrooms, A level status and fee assistance,
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 Praise God that He brought Stephen

E* Update
E* has travelled back to Kampala with Innocent
to the only orthopedic hospital in Uganda, for
another consultation to assess a hip problem
that has caused him much pain and difficulty walking. He is to
have the height of his shoe raised again and to use crutches to
help with mobility. He will be reassessed in 3 months time.

Gilmore to us as our new HOVC Board
Chairman. Pray for him in his new role.
 Please pray for healing for E* painful hip.
 For the children who have done their
Primary Leaving Exams and are waiting to
find out their results in January.
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WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT HOVC…
 Pray for our work and programs in Kisoro. Use the prayer & praise points in this newsletter or sign up to our email prayer chain.
Email your details to: marg.fyfe@ihug.com.au
 Become an HOVC Volunteer! Ask Marion or Lisa about how you can get involved. Email us at: mazruth@gmail.com
 Become a Child Sponsor! Speak to Marion or email her at mazruth@gmail.com
 Give to Our Other Fundraising Appeals. You can make a donation to HOVC using the banking details below:
Account Name: HOVC Aust. Inc.
BSB: 112-879
Account #: 438 129 386
Reference: Please use your Supporter ID # plus the donation code for the fund you wish to donate to (eg.AU0088_TANK)
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